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Consumer demand for counterfeit luxury brands is often viewed as “unethical,” but the demand is also robust
and growing. The aim of this exploratory research, which employs in-depth interviews, is two-fold: 1) to identify
the psychological and emotional insights that both drive and result from the consumption of higher involvement
counterfeit goods and 2) to uncover the coping strategies related to unethical counterfeit consumption. This
research reveals new psychological motivations (e.g., “thrill of the hunt,” being part of a “secret society” and gen-
uine interest) underlying counterfeit consumption and the associated emotional outcomes (e.g., embarrassment,
shame, and positive hedonic gains). This research is also one of the few studies to identify cognitive moral logics
by disclosing the neutralization techniques (specifically, denial of responsibility and appealing to higher
loyalties) that consumers adopt to cope with the cognitive dissonance associated with debatable counterfeit
consumption. The paper contributes to scholarly, managerial, and policy conversations.
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1. Introduction

The counterfeiting of branded products is not new; however, this
practice has only become a significant global problem in its own right
in the last three decades (Bian &Moutinho, 2011b). Despite companies,
national governments, and enforcement agencies devoting substantial
resources to tackling this issue, counterfeiting appears to be increasing
at a faster pace than ever before (Wilcox, Kim, & Sen, 2009). The
International Anti-Counterfeiting Coalition (2014) projected that the
value of global trade in counterfeiting and piracy in 2015 would be
$1.77 trillion. Luxury brands alone lose more than $12 billion every
year to counterfeit competitors (International Chamber of Commerce,
2004). Consumers' demand for counterfeits, particularly in the luxury
goods market, is one of the leading causes of the apparent upsurge in
the growth of the counterfeiting phenomenon (e.g.Ang, Cheng, Lim, &
Tambyah, 2001; Bian & Veloutsou, 2007; Gentry, Putrevu, Shultz, &
Commuri, 2001; Nia & Zaichkowsky, 2000).

Prior studies have primarily investigatedwhy consumers knowingly
purchase counterfeit luxury brands and have identified a large number
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of determining factors that influence consumers' appetite for counter-
feits (see Eisend & Schuchert-Güler, 2006 for a review). These studies
enhance our knowledge of the antecedents of the motivational drivers
for purchasing and consuming counterfeits. Nevertheless, the literature
concerning counterfeit consumption suggests the following: 1) Despite
the obvious financial drive and various identified antecedents of the
motivations, there is limited understanding of the motivations under-
lying counterfeit consumption (Jiang & Cova, 2012; Tang, Tian, &
Zaichkowsky, 2014; Zaichkowsky, 2006); 2) no known study has docu-
mented the cognitive processes by which consumers copewith feelings
of unease during counterfeit consumption. Purchasing counterfeits
violates consumer ethics and is likely to be socially undesirable, which
inevitably produces cognitive dissonance (as proposed by Eisend &
Schuchert-Güler, 2006); and 3) the research to date principally explores
counterfeit consumption by applying surveys or experimentalmethods.
Surveys and experiments can prove to be problematic when investigat-
ing socially undesirable or self-revealing behavior (Crane, 1999), of
which counterfeit consumption is an example. A deeper inquiry of a
more interpretive nature is more suitable for revealing as yet sub-
merged motivations and cognitive processes (Malhotra, 2007). This
study adopts an in-depth interview method to address these specific
issues.

A comprehensive understanding of the motivation to knowingly
purchase counterfeits is crucial, as “motivations produce” outcomes,
and they concern all aspects of activation, purchase intention, and be-
havior (Ryan & Deci, 2000, p. 69). Studies by Wilcox et al. (2009);
Perez, Castaño, and Quintanilla (2010) and Jiang and Cova (2012)
unterfeit consumption, Journal of Business Research (2016), http://
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specifically examine the socio-psychological aspects of motivation
for counterfeit consumption. Building on this momentum, the research
probes more deeply into the nature and role of the motivational factors
in response to calls for further research in this important but under-
explored area (e.g.Tang et al., 2014, Zaichkowsky, 2006).

Counterfeit consumption violates laws and raises ethical issues and
concerns (Garcia-Ruiz & Rodriguez-Lluesma, 2014). The construction
of counterfeit decisionmaking in isolation from themoral/ethical aspect
hinders our understanding of consumers' demand for counterfeits. This
research is one of the few studies to investigate and disclose the cogni-
tivemoral logics and the prominent interplay between themotivational
drivers and neutralizations (Sykes &Matza, 1957) underlying unethical
counterfeit consumption. The present research provides deeper insight
into the causes of consumers being prone to counterfeits from a theoret-
ical perspective, thus contributing to both the counterfeit consumption
literature and the consumer ethics literature. From a managerial per-
spective, the findings from this research may help marketing practi-
tioners and policy makers alike to establish more refined, effective,
and actionable counter strategies.

First, this paper presents an overview of the counterfeiting-related
research, followed by an outline of the interpretive methods employed
to address the research objectives. Subsequently, the research findings
are presented. A discussion of the theoretical and practical implications
as well as suggestions for future research conclude the paper.

2. Literature

2.1. Definitions and scope

Product counterfeiting can be easily confused by both researchers
and practitioners with imitation and piracy (Bian, 2006). Thus, a clear
definition of counterfeiting is crucial (Hoe, Hogg, & Hart, 2003; Phau,
Prendergast, & Chuen, 2001). Consistent with Chaudhry and Walsh
(1996), this research defines counterfeits as products that bear a
trademark that is identical to, or indistinguishable from, a trademark
registered to another party and that infringe the rights of the holder of
the trademark. This definition, which is congruent with the views of
both practitioners and researchers, is widely adopted in prior studies
(e.g.Bian & Moutinho, 2009, 2011a; Kapferer, 1995). A counterfeit is
a direct copy, whereas an imitation is an indirect copy (Bamossy &
Scammon, 1985), such as imitation smartphones (Liao & Hsieh, 2013).
Imitation is subtle and is often based on partial differences: imitators
recreate an overall similarity, even if the details of the packaging differ
between the well-established brand and the imitator's own-label
product (Kapferer, 1995). In contrast to counterfeiting (which breaches
trademarks), piracy infringes copyrights and patents (Chaudhry &
Walsh, 1996), such as music and software piracy (Bhal & Leekha,
2008; Wan et al., 2009). From a legal perspective, both counterfeiting
and piracy are illegal by legislation, whereas imitation does not neces-
sarily break the law unless it is proved to have caused confusion
among consumers (Bamossy & Scammon, 1985).

Counterfeiting is further delineated as 1) deceptive counterfeiting
(Grossman & Shapiro, 1988) (i.e., the consumer is unaware—this form
of counterfeiting often applies to low involvement goods), 2) blur
counterfeiting (Bian, 2006) (i.e., when they consider purchases, con-
sumers are not surewhether products are genuine, counterfeit, genuine
but from a parallel import arrangement, genuine but on sale, or even
stolen merchandise), and 3) non-deceptive counterfeiting, in which
consumers knowingly purchase counterfeits (Grossman & Shapiro,
1988).

The present research investigates non-deceptive counterfeiting,
which is particularly prevalent in luxury brand markets (Nia &
Zaichkowsky, 2000). Consumers often consciously and willingly
access discrete retailers to obtain these counterfeits. The choice of
non-deceptive counterfeiting for higher involvement goods as a con-
text is important because the possibility of uncovering psychological
Please cite this article as: Bian, X., et al., New insights into unethical co
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motivations and cognitive coping strategies is far more likely. If the
counterfeiting is deceptive, then the consumer will not consciously
choose a counterfeit over the genuine brand. Consequently, cogni-
tive dissonance and the motivation for buying lower involvement
counterfeit goods (e.g., domestic cleaning products) are likely to be
less strident, less relevant, and less visible to the researcher.

2.2. Effects of counterfeiting and consumer consumption appetites

Counterfeiting has a significant influence on four stakeholders:
consumers, legitimate manufacturers, brand owners, and society as a
whole (Bian, 2006). Although some studies have suggested that coun-
terfeits could benefit the original brand (e.g.Bekir, El Harbi, & Grolleau,
2013; Romani, Gistri, & Pace, 2012), a large body of extant literature
argues that counterfeiting is a serious economic, social, and security
problem because 1) counterfeiting affects consumers' confidence in
legitimate products, destroys brand equity and damages companies'
reputations, which leads to the loss of revenue (Bian & Moutinho,
2011a; Commuri, 2009); 2) counterfeiting increases the costs associat-
ed with attempting to contain infringement, thus impacting hundreds
of thousands of jobs (Wilcox et al., 2009); 3) counterfeiting might
also threaten consumer health and safety (International Chamber of
Commerce, 2013); and 4) in some cases, the profits generated from
counterfeits might be used as financial support for terrorism (Playle &
VanAuken, 2003). In most countries, including China and the US – the
two main producers of counterfeits in the world – producing and trad-
ing counterfeits are criminal offenses (Bian, 2006).

The detrimental effects of counterfeits are oftenwell communicated
to consumers. Consumers, therefore, are most likely aware of the
damage caused by counterfeits as well as the ethical issues and the vio-
lation of the social order involved in counterfeit consumption (Nia &
Zaichkowsky, 2000; Nill & Shultz, 1996). The intentional purchase of
counterfeits is often regarded as consumer misbehavior and unethical
consumption (Penz & Stӧttinger, 2005). Prior studies, however, report
that consumers are inclined to knowingly purchase counterfeits, partic-
ularly in the luxury goods sector (e.g.Nia & Zaichkowsky, 2000, Wilcox
et al., 2009). More worryingly to practitioners, the world has seen a
steady and rapid increase in the demand for counterfeits in recent
years (Bian & Veloutsou, 2007; Bloch, Bush, & Campbell, 1993; Phau
et al., 2001; Tom, Garibaldi, Zeng, & Pilcher, 1998), together with
increased accessibility to and quality improvement of counterfeits
(Wilcox et al., 2009). On the one hand, consumers acknowledge the
harm that counterfeits can cause and the unethical nature of counterfeit
consumption,while on the other hand, consumers aremotivated to buy
counterfeits when they are available (Bian, 2006; Eisend & Schuchert-
Güler, 2006; Hoe et al., 2003). Such a misalignment between ethical
standards and behavior inevitably results in cognitive dissonance
(Eisend & Schuchert-Güler, 2006). Thus far, the literature has inade-
quately accounted for consumers' coping strategies in explaining how
thediscrepancies between theunethical nature of counterfeit consump-
tion and purchase motivation are sustained; this gap is one of the
focuses of this paper.

2.3. Motivations for counterfeit consumption

The market for counterfeits can be attributed to consumer demand
(Bian & Veloutsou, 2007; Nia & Zaichkowsky, 2000; Wee, Ta, & Cheok,
1995); consequently, a large body of research has investigated why
consumers knowingly purchase counterfeits. Prior research identifies
many factors that influence the demand for counterfeits. Eisend and
Schuchert-Güler (2006) classify these influential factors into four
broad categories, including person (e.g., demographic and psycho-
graphic variables), product (e.g., price and product attributes), social
and cultural context (e.g., cultural norms), and situation (e.g., at home
versus on vacation). A number of recent papers also investigate the
determinants of counterfeit purchasing and find some new influential
unterfeit consumption, Journal of Business Research (2016), http://
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factors, for example, counterfeit purchase experience (Bian&Moutinho,
2011a; Kim & Karpova, 2010; Stöttinger & Penz, 2015), personality and
value consciousness (Furnham & Valgeirsson, 2007; Kim & Karpova,
2010; Phau & Teah, 2009), perceived social power (Bian, Haque,
& Smith, 2015), beliefs about counterfeit purchases (Furnham &
Valgeirsson, 2007), perceived risk (Bian & Moutinho, 2009; Tang et al.,
2014), product appearance (Kim & Karpova, 2010), product involve-
ment (Bian & Moutinho, 2009), product utility (Poddar, Foreman,
Banerjee, & Ellen, 2012; Tang et al., 2014), product conspicuousness
(Bian et al., 2015), brand personality (Bian & Moutinho, 2009),
perceived company citizenship (Poddar et al., 2012), and social influ-
ence (Phau & Teah, 2009; Tang et al., 2014). All of these factors are
readily compatible with the four categories suggested by Eisend and
Schuchert-Güler (2006).

Studies addressingwhy consumers knowingly purchase counterfeits
have increased our knowledge of the factors affecting counterfeit con-
sumption behavior. These identified influential factors, in particular,
mainly represent the antecedents of motivations for counterfeit pur-
chasing propensity rather than the motivations themselves. For exam-
ple, perceived risk is a type of perception, rather than a motivation,
which can activate the motivation for risk avoidance. By definition,
perception is the belief and interpretation of sensory information
(Assael, 2004), whereas motivation is “an activation, an incentive or a
reason to start or maintain behavior” (Antonides & van Raaij, 1998,
p. 164). Indeed, several recent studies emphasize that a clear and
actionable understanding of the motivational drivers for consumers'
counterfeit purchases remains elusive (e.g.Jiang & Cova, 2012, Tang
et al., 2014, Zaichkowsky, 2006).

Responding to calls for research investigating the motivational
drivers of counterfeit consumption (Zaichkowsky, 2006) and drawing
on the functional theories of attitudes (Katz, 1960; Shavitt, 1989;
Smith, Bruner, & White, 1956), Wilcox et al. (2009) demonstrate that
consumers' desire for counterfeits hinges on their social motivations,
for example, to express themselves and/or to fit in. Specifically, con-
sumers' preferences for counterfeits and the subsequent negative
changes in their preferences for the genuine brand are greater when
their genuine brand attitudes serve a social-adjustive, rather than
value-expressive, function. In the same vein, Perez et al. (2010) and
Jiang and Cova (2012) also reveal that the consumption of counterfeits
allows consumers to construct a desired social identity.

These researchers advance our understanding of consumers' social
motivations for purchasing counterfeits by going beyond the obvious
financial incentives. Social drivers, such as the desire to create and
sustain ideal identities, are the focus of the aforementioned studies,
thus representing motivations based on external regulation. Adopting
a qualitative research method, which is a more appropriate approach
for exploring psychological motivations and the associated cognitive
processes, the present research aims to explore the prominent motiva-
tions that guide consumers' propensity for counterfeit consumption and
to uncover the coping strategies that consumers employ to justify their
behavior. With the increasing sales of counterfeits worldwide today, a
more comprehensive understanding of the motivational drivers behind
counterfeit consumption, combined with the unethical and/or socially
undesirable nature of such behavior and the important but largely
overlooked underlying mechanisms of counterfeit consumption pro-
pensities will significantly contribute to the rapidly growing counterfeit
and consumer ethics literature. Specifically, this study addresses the
following important questions that have not yet been fully explored.

1) What are the motivational factors (e.g., intrinsic motivations) that
are not comprehensively revealed by previous research?

2) Howdo consumers copewith the cognitive dissonance generated by
their unethical counterfeit consumption behavior?

3) Are consumers immune from psychological concerns and what are
the emotional outcomes associated with consuming luxury brand
counterfeits?
Please cite this article as: Bian, X., et al., New insights into unethical co
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3. Methods

Given the exploratory nature of the study, a qualitative approach is
applied that is oriented toward discovery. Qualitative research, which
is contextualized, considers the different characteristics of the context
in which the data collection occurs (Belk, Fischer, & Kozinets, 2013).
Therefore, to identify the motivational factors that might influence
consumers' decisions when purchasing luxury-branded counterfeits
together with the cognitive process that consumers adopt in justifying
such behavior, this study employed in-depth interviews for data
collection. In-depth interviews are “directed towards understanding
informants' perspectives on their lives, experiences, or situations as
expressed in their own words” (Taylor & Borgan, 1984, p. 77). Thus,
this method helps to infusemeaning (Silverman, 2011) into consumers'
shopping activities regarding counterfeits by allowing the respondents
to talk about their experiences in an ideographic and natural manner
(Hirschman, 1986).

This study chose the Chinese marketplace as the context because
China is both the largest producer (International Anti-Counterfeiting
Coalition, 2014) and the largest consumer of counterfeit products
(Cheung & Prendergast, 2006). Twenty percent of domestic sales in
China are counterfeit products (Swike, Thompson, & Vasquez, 2008).
Counterfeits are so widespread in China that these products have dedi-
cated shopping areas (Lin, 2011), such as the Silk Market in Beijing.

The recruitment planwas purposive to provide the researchers with
an information-rich sample. The intention was to discover relevant and
rich, rather than representative, information regarding the research
questions (Patton, 1990). The researchers therefore purposefully
searched for participantswhowere fromChina andwhohad either pur-
chased counterfeit products and/or who knew someone else who had.
The purchase of counterfeits is a topic that is self-revealing and there-
fore sensitive. Thus, ensuring that individuals converse and engage
with the research is the key to the success of this study. Before the inter-
views started, the participants were told that a large percentage of con-
sumers knowingly purchase counterfeits, including consumers in
developed countries, such as the UK and the USA. The aim of this infor-
mation was to encourage participants to provide truthful information
because this technique can induce a respondent's admission of poten-
tially embarrassing behavior (Churchill, 1999). During the interviews,
participants were ensured of their anonymity. The participants were
encouraged to talk first about their own purchase behaviors and experi-
ences, and then they were probed to discuss others' counterfeit behav-
ioral tendencies and experiences. The latter was added in case the
respondents felt uneasy discussing buying counterfeits due to potential
legal/ethical considerations, as well as to underpin anonymity. This re-
search recruited respondents using the snowball recruitment method
(Browne, 2005) by asking the interviewees to recommend friends
who might have also purchased counterfeits.

The researchers conducted sixteen in-depth interviews (one-to-
one) with Chinese consumers. Profiles varied in terms of demographics
and behavioral characteristics and includedmales and females aged 18–
35 years old from varied educational and economic backgrounds. The
main interest of this research was participants who had experience
with counterfeits. Further details about participant profiles as well as
the type of counterfeit products they had had experience with can be
found in Table 1.

The interview guide consisted of four main sections, as shown
below, along with some sample questions in each case. The first section
included questions on consumer behavior in general and consumer be-
havior of luxury brands in particular, for example, Do you buy luxury
products?What kind of products do you prefer buying? Do you happen
to have any preferred brands? How often do you buy them? Who do
you usually buy them for? The second section included questions on
consumer behavior and perceptions of counterfeits and asked inter-
viewees to talk about their counterfeit purchases, for example, Have
you ever purchased counterfeits? Could you please walk me through
unterfeit consumption, Journal of Business Research (2016), http://
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Table 1
Participants' information.

Respondent Gender Age Education background Annual household income (CNY) Type of counterfeit purchase experience Product

1 Female 28 Undergraduate degree Several million Own and friend's experience Shoes
2 Male 25 Undergraduate degree 600,000 Own and friend's experience Shoes, clothes
3 Male Not specified Undergraduate degree 150,000–200,000 Friend's experience Backpack
4 Female Not specified Undergraduate degree Around 1 million Own and friend's experience Clothes, handbags
5 Female 35 Postgraduate degree Several hundred thousands Relative's and friend's experience Purse, handbags
6 Male Not specified Undergraduate degree 40,000–50,000 Friends' experience Shoes, clothes
7 Female 22 Senior high school 90,000 Own and friend's experience Shoes
8 Female 31 Postgraduate Degree 350,000–400,000 Own and friend's experience Purse, handbags
9 Male 27 Postgraduate degree Not specified Own and friend's experience Shoes, clothes, handbags
10 Female Not specified Undergraduate degree Not specified Friend's experience Mobile, shoes, clothes
11 Female 26 Undergraduate degree Average Friend's experience Purse
12 Female 27 Postgraduate degree 300,000 Own and friend's experience Handbags, purse, suitcase
13 Female 20 Senior High School 400,000 to 1 million Own and friend's experience Handbags, purse
14 Female Not specified Undergraduate degree 100,000 Own, parents' and relative's experience Backpack, handbags, cosmetics
15 Female Not specified Undergraduate degree More than 1 million Own, mother's and friend's experience Handbags, purse, sunglasses
16 Female Not specified Undergraduate degree 120,000–150,000 Own, relative's and friend's experience Handbags, shoes, clothes, mobile
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your purchase? Can you talk more about your experience? How did
you feel when you bought it? What about afterwards? Have your
thoughts changed? Do you happen to have any other examples? Could
you please elaborate on it? The third section involved questions regard-
ing consumer behavior and the perceptions of counterfeits by the inter-
viewees' friends, for example, Do you happen to know if any of your
friends are buying or have bought counterfeits? Were you with them
when they bought it? Did they tell you what they had bought? Why do
you think they bought it? What did they say at the time? Have you
seen them using the product? Have they changed their mind since?
The fourth section compared perceptions of counterfeit and authentic
products, for example, What is the relationship between counterfeit
and authentic brands? Do you think that it will change in the future?

The interviews were conducted by an experienced researcher who
was a native Chinese speaker with a profile similar to that of the inter-
viewee; thus, the interviewee was able to share sensitive information
without worrying about how he or she might be perceived. The inter-
views lasted from 25 to 65 min and were audio-recorded. The inter-
views were then transcribed in Chinese by substituting participants'
names with coded numbers to further ensure anonymity and then
translated to English. The translation was reviewed by one of the
authors who is a native Chinese speaker. Next, the interviews were
analyzed using the interpretive thematic analysis technique, whereby
pattern recognition was used to “construct a representation of mean-
ings as recurring themes producing an interpretation of interpretations”
(Spiggle, 1994, p. 499). Interpretive, qualitative research examines
richly detailed data rather than quantifiable data (Belk et al., 2013). As
a result, the emergent themes presented below serve to provide a
contextual understanding of social behavior from the perspective of
the consumer (Flick, 2007), and they do not constitute “factual” data
as such (Spiggle, 1994). The interviews were conducted until thematic
saturation was achieved.

4. Results

The analysis led to the generation of three primary themes relating
tounethical counterfeit consumptionandpurchasebehavior: 1)motiva-
tions and coping strategies aswell as the interplay between themotiva-
tions and neutralizations of the behavior, 2) consumer hierarchy based
on uncertainty and consumer expertise in counterfeits, and 3) risk,
rewards, and self-conscious emotions. There were also a number of
secondary themes, all of which are discussed below.

4.1. Motivations and neutralizations

As previously described, the extant research sheds light on the
motivational antecedents for counterfeit consumers; however, the
Please cite this article as: Bian, X., et al., New insights into unethical co
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literature does not account well for the psychological aftermath
(motivation and act/post-act rationalization are inextricably linked but
are potentially dissonant) and cognitive process. This study systemati-
cally reveals the primary motivations of consumers and their coping
strategies as well as the interplay betweenmotivations and rationaliza-
tion, specifically neutralization (Sykes & Matza, 1957).

4.1.1. Identified motivations
All of the respondents could readily account for their desire for

luxury brands or could provide accounts of their associates' preoccupa-
tions with such brands. This desire appears to be a function of the
aspirational and social comparison drivers internalized by external reg-
ulation,which are common in rapidly developing economies, consistent
with Wilcox et al. (2009). Some respondents were conscious of the
harm to the brand being copied, while others expressed little concern,
and some even argued that counterfeiting is good for the brand being
copied, almost as if the illegal counterfeit industry is paying the brands
a compliment or is promoting the legitimate brands (although such re-
sponses might be evidence of consumer neutralization – Chatzidakis,
Hibbert, & Smith, 2007 – or of rationalization of ethical transgression).
In short, the responses varied between the following extremes.

“…because it is stealing the LV design, I wouldn't buy it. If they can
produce purses with such good quality, why don't they just hire a
designer and make their own brand?” (Female, age 26)

“She wanted a purse. She went to Hong Kong, where the authentic
purses were cheaper but were still expensive. She didn't want to pay
that much, but she really liked the purse. So she bought a counterfeit.
The seller said the leather was the same, and everything was the
same. The only difference was the factory. Then my mother bought it
at a lower price, and she thinks it was a good deal.” (Female, age 28)

It is worth noting that the respondents rarely mentioned the other
possibility, that is, buying a less expensive alternative brand, which
shows that luxury brands or their counterfeits are seen as “essential”
items for the cohort, thus providing further evidence of the salient
power of luxury brands for the contemporary consumer. A pervasive
attitude could be characterized as follows: if a good facsimile can be
acquired less expensively, then why not take the opportunity? The
obvious justification for purchases is economic, that is, saving money,
as previous research suggests. However, the data also provide ample
evidence of othermotivations, both extrinsic and intrinsic. This research
shows that the underlying extrinsic motivations for purchasing are the
self-image enhancement of luxury brands, and the prominent intrinsic
motivations include a sense of interest and hedonic impacts of the
act of attainment (e.g., “the thrill of the hunt” and being part of a
“secret society”—see below). There was a strong sense in some of the
interviews that Chinese consumers see counterfeit goods as a form of
“legitimized” competition or as simply another choice in a crowded
unterfeit consumption, Journal of Business Research (2016), http://
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marketplace, almost as if counterfeits are offshoots of the actual brand,
although this perspective might be another neutralization strategy.
Consumers acknowledged that counterfeit product offerings rely on
the authentic products, yet they appeared to accept the thesis that coun-
terfeits co-exist with authentic products.

“Mymother told her friends that shewent to a place and she bought
some counterfeits. If people askme, I would tell them it is a counterfeit. I
would even take them to theplace if theywant. Iwould not pretend that
I am carrying the authentic product if it is not.” (Female, age 28)

The above response might be a function of the location of a substan-
tial illegal counterfeit industry in China that seems to create a consumer
norm (although it should be noted that the counterfeit market is
global). This apparently pervasive norm seems to facilitate rationaliza-
tion using the neutralization techniques described below. If something
is normalized, then justification of the behavior is made easier.

“In China, everyone carries a LV purse; even the women selling
vegetables in markets carry LV purses. Everyone on the subway has an
LV purse, and you know that none of them is authentic. This phenome-
non degrades the reputation of LV.” (Female, age 28)

“Ona rainy day, the person that uses his bag to cover his headmeans
he is carrying a counterfeit, and the person that covers his bag by their
body means he is carrying an authentic one.” (Female, age 22)

Some of the respondents claimed that they are above the symbolism
and semiotics of brands altogether; therefore, they stated that their
purchases are a function of their own autonomy as a consumer and
individual, thus portraying themselves as knowledgeable, rational,
and wise consumers whose consumption behavior is mainly guided
by consciousness of value.

“…these jeans are so expensive in China, they're selling between
three hundred to one thousand RMB, but you could buy counterfeits
everywhere for only one hundred RMB. I don't really care if it's authen-
tic or counterfeit; all I want is that kind of trousers. I don't feel any
difference between one pair with a recognizable logo versus one with
a non-recognizable logo. I think most of them are counterfeits.” (Male,
age 25)

Although acknowledging the illegal nature of the counterfeit trade,
some consumers are nevertheless prepared to go to great lengths to
obtain counterfeit goods; the primary extrinsic motivation is the atten-
dant impact on self-image of being in possession of “must-have” luxury
items, whereas the subordinate motivation is the economic gain associ-
ated with counterfeit purchases.

“I will buy a product that helps me to achieve high social status…
It saves youmoney, more designs, more choices, and gives you satisfac-
tion.” (Male, age 29)

This study finds that “the thrill of the hunt” associated with counter-
feit purchases is a pronounced intrinsic motivation. The revealed
substantial dimensions include strong emotions and adventure. Partici-
pants appeared to value the plethora of choices offered in counterfeit
shops, which seemed to add excitement to the overall shopping
experience.

“…Girls know what they want, for example, conspicuousness of
logo, color, style, size and so on. Very detailed. There are so many of
them. Guaranteed some of these products will meet your requirements.
You can then choose among them.” (Female, age 27)

“She toldme she bought a cell phone that looks like iPhone. The one
she bought is gold; however, an authentic iPhone is only either black or
white. You could get those fake iPhones either through online or a shop-
ping channel on TV. When calling to place the order, she was asked
whether she wants her phone in gold or pink. There were five options.
In addition, they [counterfeit sellers] offer personalizing services on
the phone and free shipping too. The total cost was only one-fifth of a
real iPhone.” (Female, age 26)

“There are two types of counterfeit purchasers. One tells you: ‘you
know what? This LV [purse] cost me US$200, doesn't it look real? I
think it does, and it's so worthy.’ This group of people doesn't really
try to cover it up. Perhaps their attitude toward luxury brands is no
Please cite this article as: Bian, X., et al., New insights into unethical co
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different from mine. They don't care whether those purses are fakes or
not. They don't think it is necessary to spend a huge amount of money
on real ones. They will tell you openly about buying low price counter-
feits. I like their honesty. However, there is another type of people who
don't tell the truth…Frankly speaking, I prefer thosewho tell the truth. I
feel kind of cool when you spend US$200 on a counterfeit LV, and we
may discuss how great they are made in China nowadays, and they
make them look so real.” (Female, age 25).

Given the illegal nature of the counterfeit market and the adventure
involved in discovering well-hidden and often misleading and confus-
ing product offerings, certain consumers tend to be attracted by the
complexity and secrecy surrounding the shopping experience. There
seemed to be a shared sense similar to that of belonging to a secret
community that draws consumers to buy counterfeits, regardless of
the level of the counterfeit consumer hierarchy into which they fall.
The consumers of counterfeits seemed to take pride in being part of a
“secret society.”

“Selling counterfeits is illegal, right? So you need access to the
sellers,maybe through relatives or friends. Youwill get a phone number
and you call them and ask to see the purses. They will tell you where
to meet and bring you to a place to see the purses. It is really secret!”
(Female, age 28)

“Most of them are guys, and they don't really care about carrying
counterfeits. They think it is interesting and a subject to make fun
of. They laugh about original well-known brands and always wear
counterfeit famous branded t-shirts. If it is a good deal, I would feel
good.” (Female, age 26)

This manifestation of behavior adds a sense of exclusivity, excite-
ment, and adventure to the buying process. Consumers pursue hedonic
benefits in the act of consumption (Babin, Darden, & Griffin, 1994). The
hedonic values from counterfeit consumption provide further evidence
that perceived hedonic benefits positively influence counterfeit con-
sumption (Yoo & Lee, 2009). This feeling of participation in a secret
community functions as an additional motivational factor that enriches
the shopping experience by evoking strong emotions and social bonds.

4.1.2. Neutralizations employed
Thedata also provide evidence that neutralization techniques (Sykes

& Matza, 1957) are being employed to excuse unethical counterfeit
consumption. These techniques are essentially rationalizations that
are enacted to ameliorate the negative effects on self-image of engaging
in questionable acts or behavior; they also enable the dissipation of any
cognitive dissonance (see Eisend & Schuchert-Güler, 2006). The two
most common neutralization strategies are as follows.

The first is “denial of responsibility”; the consumer argues that she/
he is not personally accountable for the social norm-violating behavior
because factors ‘beyond one's control’ were involved (e.g. “It's not
my fault I don't recycle, the local government should make it easier
for me by providing a better service”; “I bought counterfeits because
there are so many of them on the marketplace in China”; “I was guided
by a friend”).

“Yes, I did [purchase counterfeits]. If I'm buying for myself, I don't
really care much about brands. Almost every luxury good, except for
watches, is made in China, such as clothes, shoes, jewelry. There are so
many counterfeits in the marketplace. Sometimes, it is kind of difficult
to examine whether it's authentic or not.” (Male, age 25).

“I bought a pair of counterfeit sunglasses. Rayban, I think. I didn't
intend to get a pair of [counterfeit] sunglasses; I just wanted a pair of
sunglasses. Then my friend took me to a place that sells sunglasses.
That was a building with several floors. All of the stores in that building
sell sunglasses. She tookme to the store she visited before, where Grade
A counterfeits were available.” (Female, age 28).

The secondmost common techniquewas “appealing to higher loyal-
ties”, or adhering to a higher ordermotivation,whereby one argues that
norm-violating behavior is the result of an attempt to actualize some
higher order ideal or value (e.g., “I'd like to buy more environmentally
unterfeit consumption, Journal of Business Research (2016), http://
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friendly furniture that isn't made of endangered hard woods but I'm
really into design.” Here, the “higher loyalty” is the quest for beauty/
optimal aesthetics). The most common examples in the data amounted
to “I bought it because I liked the product, not because it is a brand” and
“I bought thembecause they're cheaper and I am trying to savemoney”.

“Just like sometimes you don't really go shopping for a specific
product, and maybe you don't even bring any money with you, either,
but once you see something good or that looks delicious, you want to
buy it. And you're buying it not because of its brand. Or maybe you
were looking for a purse that probably cost ten thousand RMB, but
you found a counterfeit that has the same high quality as an authentic
one and only costs you less than one thousand RMB. That will definitely
attract you to buy it.” (Female, age 20)

“That is because, first of all, counterfeits were cheaper (prices were
lower). When she just started working, she needed to pay for the rent,
along with monthly expenses. So for people like her who just got a
job, she could not offer genuine products” (Female, age 35).

Some of the rationalizations are quite complex and possibly relate to
more than one neutralization technique simultaneously. For example,
the following statements can be seen as examples of “condemning the
condemners” (e.g., “They rip us off; they cost too much so why not
buy stuff that looks the same?”) and “denial of victim” or “even blame
the victim”. Indeed, the first quotation also entails appealing to higher
loyalties as well (money saving).

“I think some famous brands like LV and Gucci, they are too expen-
sive. The cost of the purse itself is not that much. They are selling the
brands. Therefore, people don't want to spend that muchmoney buying
the vanity. So when they think the purse looks good they buy the coun-
terfeit.” (Female, age 31).

“Actually, I think that the cost of a famous brand purse shouldn't
be that high. My mother just wanted a famous brand purse, which
shouldn't cost that much. Then why not just buy a counterfeit?”
(Female, age 28)

The data illustrate the rational and deliberative approach to counter-
feit buying that was robustly evidenced in the cohort and their associ-
ates as a whole. However, such a self-centered orientation ignores the
other effects of counterfeit purchasing (breach of intellectual property
rights, exploitation of labor, and others).

4.2. A consumer hierarchy based on uncertainty and consumer expertise

The data revealed many accounts of consumers who experienced
uncertainty and ambiguity with respect to non-deceptive counterfeits.
The participants experienced a choice of products with similar charac-
teristics, and at the same time, their expectationswere fueled by various
forms of communication (Hukla, Banerjee, & Adidam, 2010). In situa-
tions like this, there is uncertainty in terms of the quality of the counter-
feit as well as the possible consequences of making the purchase; thus,
information processing and decision making are quite complex and
demanding. Uncertainty and ambiguity are furthermagnified by factors
such as cognitive dissonance (Mitchell & Papavassiliou, 1999) and neg-
ative word-of-mouth (Turnbull, Leek, & Ying, 2000), which are related
to counterfeit consumption.

“There are still some drawbackswhen buying counterfeits because if
you are not good at evaluating theproduct quality, you know theprice is
always closely related to the quality. Thus, you may worry whether the
color will fade over time [given that you have only paid a fraction of the
price you normally have to pay].” (Male, age 29)

Therefore, the plethora of similarly appearing products among coun-
terfeit offerings, together with the diverse and often questionable
sources of information, makes knowledge of themarket a highly valued
asset. In contrast, some of the respondents appeared to be expert
consumers with an almost forensic knowledge of brands, products,
and the counterfeit industry. This extensive knowledge implies that
such consumers spend a great deal of time acquiring the market and
product knowledge required to be a successful buyer of counterfeit
Please cite this article as: Bian, X., et al., New insights into unethical co
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goods. These consumers show genuine interest in counterfeits, which
represents intrinsic motivation. These consumers also tend to wield
their expertise purposefully.

“It [the counterfeit] could be customized with many options. For
example, pick the color you like…the little decoration on the Dior bag
makes it even prettier than the authentic one.” (Female, age 24)

“It depends. For example, for LV purses, they have different catego-
ries including grade A+, A, and B. Grade A+ means it is made from
the same leather as authentic LV purses, but it is made in another
factory, not the authentic LV factory.” (Female, age 28)

Consumers with this type of expertise about authentic and counter-
feit products are able to overcome the uncertainty and confusion
prompted by the diverse counterfeit offerings; they are able to form a
holistic understanding of the marketplace by comparing and contrast-
ing the product features of the available counterfeit products. Their
extensive product knowledge and experience with such offerings
place them atop a counterfeit knowledge consumer hierarchy based
on the dimensions of uncertainty and consumer expertise. This position
signals status and recognition as experts in the subject matter by their
peers. Their views carry heavy weight due to the uniqueness and com-
plexity of the particular marketplace. Given the risks involved in such
purchases, as will be analyzed in the next section, including the lack of
official marketing communications activities and increased uncertainty,
other consumers rely largely on peer-to-peer communication. In addi-
tion, this eye for detail was quite pervasive within the cohort and
might help to explain the anxiety about falling victim to another
expert's judgment when in possession of a counterfeit item.

“It is on the lining of the purse. There is a button, and it covers the
mark. So you won't notice if you don't look closely.” (Female, age 27).

Next on the counterfeit knowledge consumer hierarchy is occasional
counterfeit consumers who do not have the time or the inclination
to undertake much research. They are followed by rare counterfeit con-
sumers or spontaneous purchasers who have bought such products
only a couple of times. On the bottom of the counterfeit knowledge
hierarchy are first-time counterfeit consumers or consumers who are
willing to buy such products in the near future. They also do not possess
satisfactory knowledge of themarket, and they often follow peoplewho
are considered word-of-mouth counterfeit experts.

“I've bought counterfeits twice. However, because I like authentic
products more, I don't buy counterfeits that often. The first time was
that a member of my family accidentally bought a very cheap counter-
feit LV wallet. It was only RMB¥10, and it looked like an authentic one.
The other time was helping my friend buy an LV counterfeit in Beijing
onmyway home from Canada to China. The retailers in Beijing had dif-
ferent classes for LV or Gucci counterfeits such as A, B, and C. All I bought
were grade A products, so they were also expensive.” (Female, age 31)

This consumer hierarchy based on counterfeit knowledge can func-
tion as an additional motivational mechanism for two reasons. First,
consumer expertise helps buyers overcome uncertainty in the choice
between different counterfeit products; as a result, the decision making
process is simplified. Second, consumers atop the hierarchy declare and
intend to retain their position, and at the same time, consumers in the
middle or lower levels want to expand and deepen their knowledge
and experience about the market to move up a level. In so doing,
consumers expect to enhance their self-image because theywill be con-
sidered by their peers to be knowledgeable and will probably be
consulted by other consumers from lower levels of the hierarchy who
want to purchase such items.

“No, not because he saw a lower price [product]. He bought some
shoes of better quality before. He was looking for better shoes at
the first place, just couldn't find the right design, and then went for
counterfeits. If the design is right, he tends to buy better quality ones.”
(Male, age 29)

The data were also consistent with findings in the existing literature
suggesting that uncertainty and often confusion could be related to the
product category (Foxman, Berger, & Cote, 1992; Foxman, Muehling,
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& Berger, 1990). As observed from the transcripts below, this confu-
sion seems to be related to certain product categories in particular
(e.g., cosmetics, eyewear), thus lessening purchase propensity. A
consumer could be a confident and savvy buyer of counterfeits in
certain categories and quite timid in others. Therefore, consumers
at the top of the counterfeit knowledge consumer hierarchy in one
product category might be further down the hierarchy in another
product category. This product category effect could add to uncer-
tainty, as was evident throughout the data set.

“… She couldn't afford the authentic ones, and the cosmetics there
looked okay. Cosmetics are tricky, you don't really know whether they
are authentic or not. There are sellers who sell cosmetics online, and
they claim they are selling authentic. They have a big bottle of the
skincare and sell them in different bottles. Some people say they are
authentic, but some say there are other ingredients added in the sepa-
rate bottles of it. So it is tricky…I really don't know because unless you
used the authentic one before and you can compare it, otherwise how
could you know whether it was authentic or not?” (Female, age 27).

‘As for watches, I would not consider buying counterfeits if the
brands are especially expensive. I think that a genuine watch can last
for a long time. For sunglasses, personally speaking, I think that genuine
products and their counterfeit counterparts look alike in appearance,
yet their prices are very different. Maybe it is due to the quality of
lenses.” (Female, age 35).

In summary, consumer expertise in counterfeits becomes an essen-
tial aspect of counterfeit purchases as well as a strong motivational fac-
tor due to increased uncertainty regarding the choice of non-deceptive
counterfeits, the absence of official marketing communications activi-
ties, and the high perceived risks involved, as will be analyzed next.

4.3. Risks, rewards and self-conscious emotions

4.3.1. Risks are categorized as either
1) Functional (i.e., poor quality or malfunction) or
2) Socio-psychological. Specifically, this type of risk is manifested by

damage to the social self-image caused by the experience of self-
conscious emotions, that is, embarrassment and, in some cases, shame
(see Gregory-Smith, Smith, & Winklhofer, 2013). This finding is almost
the inverse of Wilcox et al.'s (2009) observations about self-image
enhancementwhen people “get awaywith it.” Surprisingly, this embar-
rassment does not appear to be caused by the exposure of an ethical or
legal wrong; it hasmore to dowith the exposure of a social wrong (only
when caught), that is, “I am a fraud. I'm passingmyself off as something
I'm not,” as opposed to “I am a criminal,” or “I am doing something that
is unethical.” The psychological risks seemed to havemuchmore power
over the respondents than the functional risks and constituted the
real negative outcomes that counter-balanced the economic and self-
image benefits of buying luxury brand counterfeits. Interestingly, the
data also suggest that when in the presence of close relatives or fellow
counterfeit consumers, respondents were not concerned about their
social self-image.

“Yes, and it was a counterfeit. I don't want tomake people think I am
rich, and I don't want to lie to people saying that it is authentic. It is also
very embarrassing if I tell them it is a counterfeit.” (Female, age 27).

“It doesn't matter. I will tell my family directly that I spent some
money buying a counterfeit because no one would look down on me.
It makes me embarrassed to let my friends or colleagues know that I
bought counterfeits.” (Female, age 31)

Positive emotional effects are also apparent. The data disclose that
counterfeits can bolster self-image. If the respondent is able to elude
detection (i.e., not be “found out” by peers), then the external image
effect is potentially the same as that achieved through the purchase
and ownership of the genuine brand. In addition,when the respondents
gave accounts of “getting awaywith it,” they clearly felt a sense of satis-
faction from having saved money (i.e., “I've saved money, and no one
has noticed.”). This finding adds to the findings of Wilcox et al. (2009)
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and is also related to “the thrill of the hunt” concept (Hirschman &
Holbrook, 1982) discussed above because some of the respondents
seemed to derive a powerful sense of satisfaction and enjoyment from
sourcing quality counterfeits at a fraction of the price of the original.
The risk of indulging in this positive effect is being exposed as a buyer
of counterfeits, which seems to cause real anxiety, as evidenced by the
onset of self-conscious emotions, particularly embarrassment (and to
some extent shame). A trade-off is made between time and money;
that is, finding “quality counterfeits” requires time. Searching for coun-
terfeits seems to have a hedonic (affective/emotional) element in much
the same way that bargain hunting of any type is pleasurable.

5. Discussion

5.1. Overview

Fig. 1 summarizes the above-identified themes and highlights the
previously neglected motives of the role of self-image enhancement:
“the thrill of the hunt,” being part of a “secret society” and a sense of
interest. Such initial motivations can occur in any combination,
and once enacted, they are often sustained by two neutralization
techniques: denial of responsibility and appealing to higher loyalties.
Counterfeit consumption, in becoming a norm in society, seems to
become legitimized, but it still carries risks (i.e., being found out). The
fallout or benefits of the episode depend on whether the item is per-
ceived as a counterfeit by peers. If one's peers discover that the purchase
is a counterfeit, then the outcome is essentially emotional (embarrass-
ment and shame) and powerful, and it cannot be reversed by any
neutralization. The benefits are economic advantages, an enhanced
self-image, enjoyment, or satisfaction (or all four). There are also cases
in which consumers purposefully reveal their counterfeit purchasing
experiences. This self-declaration of counterfeit purchase behavior is
mainly driven by enhanced self-image through demonstrating exper-
tise in counterfeit products and an unconventional manner of thinking
and behaving. This behavior is further supported by peer recognition
expressed by those at higher levels of the counterfeit knowledge con-
sumer hierarchy, who provide valuable information to less experienced
shoppers in overcoming uncertainty.

5.2. Theoretical and Marketing implications

This study makes significant contributions to the counterfeit
consumption literature and the consumer ethics literature. First, this
study advances the theoretical understanding of the consumer motiva-
tions underpinning counterfeit consumption. Building on previous
research, new consumer motivations for counterfeit consumption are
identified. Specifically, in addition to financial and social-adjustive
purposes (e.g., Wilcox et al., 2009), self-image enhancement, intrinsic
hedonic outputs (“thrill of the hunt” and being part of a “secret society”)
and a sense of interest are shown to be the most powerful motivational
drivers of unethical counterfeit consumption. Furthermore, this study
finds that to enhance self-image by purchasing desirable counterfeit
brands, consumers adopt three measures: 1) association with a desir-
able brand (if not detected), 2) demonstration of extensive product
knowledge, and 3) being a rational/wise consumer. These findings
indicate that multiple motivational drivers and associated desirable
outcomes, rather than only product and personal characteristics (Lu &
Lu, 2010), are key determinants of the consumer-willing counterfeit-
consumption link. In addition, this study is thefirst to report a consumer
hierarchy of counterfeit knowledge based on the dimensions of con-
sumer expertise and uncertainty among non-deceptive counterfeits.

Second, this study also contributes to the understanding of con-
sumers' cognitive processes by providing, apparently for the first time,
empirical evidence of the distinct neutralization functions underlying
unethical counterfeit consumption, thus enriching the rapidly emerging
ethics literature (Audi, 2012). Specifically, this study reveals two main
unterfeit consumption, Journal of Business Research (2016), http://
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neutralization techniques that consumers adopt to justify their unethi-
cal counterfeit consumption: 1) denial of responsibility and 2) appealing
to higher loyalties. These techniques address cognitive dissonance
associatedwith counterfeit consumption (if there is any) or the discrep-
ancies between their actual behavior and consumer ethics. Differing
from Eisend and Schuchert-Güler's (2006) proposition, this study
discloses that in some cases, consumers do not seem to suffer feelings
of embarrassment and/or shame due to their deviant counterfeit con-
sumption behavior. Easy access to counterfeits of all types accompanied
by consumer inclination toward counterfeits in China seems to have
normalized counterfeit consumption; as a result, some consumers
might not believe that they are doing anything aversive, despite coun-
terfeit consumption being ethically and/or legally wrong. This study is
one of the few to emphasize the interplay betweenmotivational drivers
and neutralizations (Sykes & Matza, 1957), thus opening up new
avenues for future research in consumer ethics.

Third, this study also adds to the understanding of counterfeit
consumption by reporting the possible impact of consumer expertise
and product quality ambiguity on counterfeit choice. Apparently, little
research has identified such effects. The findings suggest that con-
sumers with a high level of expertise can tell the difference between
genuine and counterfeit articles. Consumers tend to use their expertise
to their advantage, and they calculate the likelihood of being exposed by
peers and the associated social risks against the desired self-image
enhancement. Experience products (e.g., cosmetics) –which are impos-
sible to make judgments about based on appearance – inhibit con-
sumers from purchasing counterfeits, as they are concerned about the
quality of such counterfeits.

Fourth, this study identifies two opposing emotional experiences in
counterfeit consumption. Previous research findings have identified the
emotions of guilt and regret in unethical behavior (Gregory-Smith et al.,
2013). This study, however, notes that the illegal or unethical aspects
of counterfeit consumption are unlikely to be concerns of counterfeit
owners, that is, social risk does not appear to be caused by the exposure
of a legal or moral wrong; rather, social risk has more to do with the
social embarrassment associated with being exposed as a deceiver. In
contrast, positive emotional output can occur when the hunt for coun-
terfeits brings high quality copies with low costs, when the buyers get
away with the purchase, and when peers appraise the buyers for
being knowledgeable and wise consumers.

The findings of this study have implications for brand managers and
useful insights for public policymakers. Given that techniques of neutral-
ization underlie unethical counterfeit consumption, the neutralization
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strategies employed should be countered through marketing communi-
cations. Bersoff (1999) argues that the less ambiguity that is inherent
within a situation, the less latitude an agent has in negotiating reality
in such a way as to justify an unethical action. Thus, marketing efforts
should address identified ambiguity to lessen the neutralizations of
counterfeit consumers. Based on the findings of this research, the focus
should be on denial of responsibility (e.g., the wide availability of coun-
terfeits and guidance from other consumers) and appeal to high loyalties
(e.g., money saving and down to earth), as they are the most common
neutralizations. Specific marketing campaign messages could include
“if you buy counterfeits, you are accountable for the wide availability
of fakes”, “no one can force you to buy fakes unless you truly want to”;
“it takes one wrong counterfeit to ruin everything”, and “counterfeits
are brands; the only difference is that they are fake brands”. Focusing
on the supply chain to reduce the availability of counterfeits in the
marketplace is another approach that might be effective. Neutralizations
facilitate unethical behavior only to the extent that the neutralizer be-
lieves that his/her rationalization is likely to be accepted or tolerated
by society (Sykes & Matza, 1957). Unethical behavior stemming from
neutralization is a utilitarian-type decision, where potential gains at
least compensate for losses (Bersoff, 1999). Thus, addressing consumer
concerns associated with counterfeit consumption may have favorable
outcomes. For example, the social risks of being “exposed” could be
emphasized in anti-counterfeit campaigns. Consumers want to save
money, but theywant to do sowithout losing face. Counterfeit consump-
tion comes with risks; the product can fail, or if discovered, the purchase
could be judged by peers. These two negative potential outcomes could
be exploited in counter-counterfeit communications. The findings that
counterfeit purchasers are less likely to be concerned about the ethical/
legal issues associated with counterfeit consumption also indicate
that marketing campaigns that emphasize the legal/moral wrongs of
counterfeiting might not have an immediate impact. Policy makers and
brand owners must subvert this disregard of externalities.

5.3. Limitations and future research

This study has some limitations, but it also provides avenues for
future research. Given its exploratory nature, the focus of this study
was on achieving understanding, rather than on generalizing (Banister
& Hogg, 2004). The main findings, therefore, must be understood in
the context of the study's methodological trade-offs and limitations.
This study did not specifically examine the product categories of
counterfeits. Future research could be based on experimental studies
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investigating the impact of specific product categories and product
information ambiguity on counterfeit consumption, and experimental
methodologies could investigate how to counter neutralization strate-
gies. Similar toWilcox et al. (2009), thefindings suggest that counterfeit
products serve a value-expressive function for some consumers. Such
consumers like the style and appearance, so they do not care whether
products are counterfeits orwhether there is a logo embedded. Theoret-
ically, it would be interesting to examine whether consumers really
“don't care,” as they claim, or whether such claims are neutralization
techniques. This study was restricted to Chinese consumers only. Previ-
ous research suggests that certain traditional Chinese cultural values
support counterfeit consumption (Wan et al., 2009). This suggestion
should encourage future researchers to examine whether the findings
of this study would be observed in other cultures/countries. Consumers
increasingly desire and value authenticity in the postmodern market-
place (Beverland & Farrelly, 2010; Rose & Wood, 2005; Yuan, Liu, Luo,
Nguyen, & Yang, 2014). The rapidly surging demand for counterfeit
products contests the notion of consumers' pursuit of authenticity (Liu,
Yannopoulou, Bian, & Elliott, 2015; Rose & Wood, 2005). The data for
this study do not address the authenticity aspect of counterfeits; thus,
further research that addresses the responses of consumers to proven
as opposed to unproven authenticity would be a valuable contribution.
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